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Abstract 
The algebras of the title are investigated. They are shown to include e-hereditary algebras, 
monomial algebras whose indecomposable projective representations are reflexive, and certain 
binomial algebras. 
1. Introduction 
If V, is a finite-dimensional vector space over a field K and L is a lattice of 
subspaces, then alg L is defined to be the set (algebra) of all K-endomorphisms of 
V which leave L pointwise fixed; dually, if R is a subalgebra of End (If,), then lat R is 
defined to be the set (lattice) of all subspaces of V, which are left fixed by every element 
of R. Thus alg(lat R) is an algebra containing R, and R is called reflexive when these 
algebras are equal. These ideas were described and investigated by Halmos [16]. 
In [7] the authors extended the concept of the algebra of a lattice of subspaces to 
deal with bimodules R MA, where R and A are rings with unity. Specifically, alglat s M, 
was defined to be 
{oz E End( crm E Rm for all m E M}, 
which includes the set 1(R) of all left multiplications by elements r of R; thus, 
A(r) : m H rm for all m E M. Now R Md is said to be rejlexiue if alglat RMd = l(R). 
Hadwin and Kerr [14,15] considered the case when A = R is a commutative ring, 
although not in this notation, and showed, for example, that if the radical J(R) = 0 
then every bimodule is reflexive if and only if R is a finite direct sum of fields. The 
authors, in [8], looked at the analogous problem in the case when A = K is a field and 
R is a finite-dimensional K-algebra; they proved that every R-module is reflexive if 
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and only if dim eiRej I 1 for each ei and ej in a basic set of primitive idempotents 
el, . . . ,e, for R. 
The question of when all projective modules are reflexive was opened in [8] where it 
was shown that this is the case for split hereditary algebras. On the other hand, we 
also know from [7] that if every indecomposable projective left module is reflexive 
over a finite-dimensional K-algebra R, then R is split and, like a hereditary algebra, it 
has eJ(R)e = 0 for every primitive idempotent e E R. In the present paper we verify 
that projective modules are reflexive over several classes of algebras satisfying these 
conditions. Our results lead us to conjecture that if every indecomposable projective 
left R-module is reflexive, then every projective left R-module is reflexive. 
Letting R be a finite-dimensional K-algebra with basic set of primitive idempotents 
ei, . . . ,e, and radical .Z = J(R), we show in Theorem 3.4 that if each ei.Zei = 0 (in 
particular, if each Rei is reflexive) then every generator is reflexive. Theorem 5.1 
establishes that all projective modules are reflexive over monomial algebras atisfying 
this condition, thus verifying our conjecture for a class of algebras that have recently 
received attention because of their homological properties. A class of algebras that 
satisfy eiJei = 0 are the e-hereditary algebras of [17] (they are piecewise domains in 
the terminology of [l l]), and, of course if K is algebraically closed they are split 
algebras. In Section 4, assuming that the ground field is algebraically closed, we 
employ a recent theorem of Ding [S] to prove that the members of an even larger class 
of algebras have all of their projective modules reflexive. Sections 2 and 6 contain 
several results regarding a generalized version of alglat that complement Ding’s 
results in [S]. These are employed, in particular, in Section 7 to prove that, over 
algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero, binomial algebras that satisfy a cer- 
tain localized “domain-like” condition also have all their projective left modules 
reflexive. 
2. Decomposition lemmas 
The motivation for the results in this section lies in the Pierce decomposition. If B is 
a finite-dimensional K-algebra with a complete set of orthogonal idempotents 
er, e 1.. , n, then we can decompose the action of R on an R, K-bimodule M by taking 
eiRej to act, as a set of K-homomorphisms, on ejM. Thus, we have S = IZ(eiRej), the 
set of left multiplications by elements of eiRej as a subspace of Hom,(ejM, eiM). It 
transpires that some of the ideas developed to deal with this situation can be used in 
our pursuit. 
The first step is to extend the concept of alglat (cf. [5]) as follows. 
Definition 2.1. Zf M, and Nd are d-modules and S E Hom,(M,,N,), then 
A(SIM) = A(S) = { CIE H om,(M,N)IamESm for all m E M}. 
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In the particular case when M is an R, A-bimodule, N = M, and S = I(R), A(S) is 
simply alglat R Md . Thus, we extend the terminology and say that S 1 M is rejexiue if 
A(SI M) = S in the setting of the preceding definition. 
Some simple observations follow from the definition. It is clear that S c A(S) and 
that if S is closed under addition or multiplication, then so is A(S). If 
T E S E Hom,(M, N), then A(T) E A(S). As indicated above we are interested in 
the case when A = K, a field. More generally, if K is the center of A and S is 
a K-submodule of Hom,(M, N), then so is A(S). In particular, if A = K, a field, and 
S is a K-subspace of Hom,(M, N), then so is A(S). 
Lemma 2.2. Let S E Hom,(M, N) be a K-submodule, where K is the center of A. 
If M=@y=lMj and S = @YE 1 Si with SiMj = 0 whenever i # j, then 
A(SIM) g @;=1 A(SjlMj) as K-modules and A(SIM) = S ifand only ifA(SjIMj) = Sj 
for all j. 
Proof. Let O! E A(SIM) and put Uj = 0~1 Mj+ NOW for mj E Mj, ai E Smj = Sjmj 
and SO Uj E A(SjI Mj). The map 4 : CL H (~11, . . . , a,) is the required isomorphism with 
surjectivity established using SiMj = 0 for i # j. 0 
If we identify A(SiI Mi) with A(SiI M) = A(Si) in the obvious way in Lemma 2.2, we 
could write A(S) = @f= 1 A(Si) = @YE 1 A(Sij MJ. 
The preceding lemma is to be applied with M = @ ejM and a complete set of 
orthogonal idempotents el, . . . ,e, in R while the next lemma is to be applied with 
S = @ eiS but with no a priori decomposition of M. 
Lemma 2.3. Let S G Hom,(M,, Nd) and suppose that Si, 1 I i I n, are subgroups of 
S such that S = Cl= 1 Si and the sum x1= 1 Si M is direct. Then A(S) = @y= 1 A(Si). 
Proof. Since each Si is a subset of S it follows that A(Si) E A(S) and SO 
1 A(Si) E A(S). If fii E A(Si) are such that CyC1 fii = 0, then for all m E M, 0 = CyCl 
Bim E @‘=I SiM, so each fli = 0 and the sum C A(Si) is direct. 
Now denote the projection from SM onto the direct summand SIM by ni for 
1 <iIn.ForaEA(S)pUtai=zia:M + SiM E N. Then ~1 = Cl= 1 Itia = x1= 1 Cti. If 
m E M then there is a s = I:= I Si in Cl= 1 SC = S such that am = sm = C sim, SO 
aim = sim and Eli E A(Si). Hence A(S) = @y= 1 A(Si). I-J 
It is clear that in fact the sum S = C Si must be direct in the circumstances of 
Lemma 2.3. 
3. Reflexive sets 
Our principal concern here is to determine sufficient conditions for xRK to be 
reflexive, where R is a finite-dimensional K-algebra over a field K, and so shed light on 
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the problem of determining algebras for which all projective modules are reflexive. We 
shall broaden the study and look at the reflexivity of S 1 M in the setting of the previous 
section. In a ring R a complete set of orthogonal idempotents el, . . . , e, entails 
Cl=, ei = 1. 
Proposition 3.1. Let R be a K-algebra with complete set of orthogonal idempotents 
el, . . . ,e,. Let M be an R, K-bimodule. Then 
Further, 
A(A(R)I M) = 6 A(I(eiRej))lejM). 
i,j=l 
and, in particular, R RK is re$exive if and only if A(I(eiRej)lejR) = I(ei Rej) for all 
1 I i,j I n. 
Proof. The first equation is immediate from Lemma 2.3 with S = 1(R) and 
Si = I.(eiR) and then the second follows using Lemma 2.2. The final conclusion 
follows from the second equation. 0 
A weaker sufficient condition for the reflexivity of R RK is available as a result of the 
next proposition. 
Proposition 3.2. Let R be a K-algebra with 1 = I;= 1 ei, a sum orthogonal idempotents. 
Zf A(n(ei Rej)l ejRej) = I(ei Rej) for all i, j E { 1, . . . , n}, then R RK is reflexive. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 it will suffice to show that A(d(eiRej)lejR) = I(eiRej). Let 
CI E A(l(eiRej)l ejR). Then, for any v E ejR(1 - ej) there are ro, S, t E ei Rej with 
aej = roej = ro, CJZV = sv and a(ej + V) = tej + tv. 
But then roej + sv = tej + to so r. = t and sv = to = rev. Hence, uv = rev for all 
v E ejR( 1 - ej). On the other hand, since A(I(ei Rej) IejRej) = J(ei Rej) and ej E ejRej it 
follows that ccu = rou for all u E ejRej. Thus, ~1 = n(r,) E A(l(eiRej)lejR) and SO R RK is 
reflexive. 0 
The condition of this last proposition is not necessary, as can be seen from the 
results of Habibi and Gustafson [12]. 
The two previous propositions lead us to look at the general question as to when 
SI M is reflexive. Some straightforward sufficient low-dimension conditions are given 
next. 
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Proposition 3.3. Let Md and Nd be A-modules and S E Hom,(M,, Nd). 
(a) If Md is cyclic, then A(SIM) = S. 
(b) 1f A = K is a_lield and dim S, I 1, then A(SI M) = S. 
Proof. Part (a) is obvious. Part (b) is proved exactly like the final implication in the 
Theorem of [8]. For completeness a proof is included here. 
Suppose S = Kc and let c1 E A(SI M). If c = 0 then A(S) = S trivially. Thus, assume 
c # 0 so that there is x E M with cx # 0. Let k E K be such that CLX = kcx. If x’ E M 
then there are k’, 1 E K such that ax’ = k’cx’ and a(x + x’) = Ic(x + x’). If cx’ is zero 
then we can take k’ = 1 = k. If cx’ is non-zero, but KcxnKcx’ = 0 then we have 
k = I= k’. If there is p E K such that pcx’ = cx # 0, then for some d E K we have 
a(x - px’) = dc(x - px’) = 0, 
so that 
(k - k’)cx = CLX - pax = 0 
and k = k’. Hence CI = A(kc) and A(SIM) = S. 0 
We shall return later to this question of reflexive sets with, in particular, a study of 
the case when M is two-dimensional and A = K, a field. From now on K will be a field 
and R a finite-dimensional K-algebra. Recall that (or see [l], for example) if 
@ 1, ... 9 e,> is an orthogonal set of idempotents uch that Re,, . . . , Re, represents 
a complete pairwise non-isomorphic set of indecomposable projective left R-modules, 
then the sequence l, . . . , e, is said to be a basic set of primitive idempotents for R. If, in 
addition, 1 ei = 1, R is called a basic algebra; every algebra is Morita equivalent o 
a basic algebra. 
Theorem 3.4. Zf R is a split fmite-dimensional K-algebra with a basic set of primitive 
idempotents e, , . . . ,e, and radical J = J(R) such that ejJej = 0,l 5 j I n, then every 
R-generator is reflexive. 
Proof. Since “reflexive” ([7, Proposition 2.4) J and “generator” are Morita invariants, 
we may assume that R is basic. Since R is also split and ejJej = 0, ejRej = Kej and SO 
by Proposition 3.3, A(l(eiRej)lejRej) = A(eiRej). The result for R now follows from 
Proposition 3.2. A basic ring is a direct summand of every generator, so the final claim 
follows from [7, Corollary 1.91. 0 
In support of our conjecture we note the following result. 
Corollary 3.5. If every indecomposable projective module over a basicjinite-dimensional 
algebra R is reJEexive, than RRK is rejexive. 
Proof. By [7, Proposition 3.51 R is split and eJe = 0 for every primitive idempotent 
eER. 0 
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4. Quasi-piecewise domains 
Since, for a finite dimensional K-algebra R with a basic set of primitive idempotents 
el, . . . , e,, every projective module is of the form 
Rey” @ ... @Ream’ 
(see [l]) one would hope to use this decomposition to show that if every Rej is 
reflexive, then every projective module is reflexive. Unfortunately, direct sums of 
reflexive modules need not be reflexive, as Azoff has pointed out to us. Indeed, [Z, 
Proposition 3.101 and [3, Proposition 4.33, yield such examples. In particular, the 
6 x 6 matrices over M,(K) of the form [Aij] such that the Aii are all equal scalar 
matrices, Al3 and Ab6 range over M,(K), subject o the condition that the sum of their 
traces is 0, and all other A, = 0 is a non-reflexive representation of a g-dimensional 
local K-algebra on a direct sum of two 6-dimensional reflexive modules. 
However, we can make progress if our algebra is a piecewise domain, as defined by 
Gordon and Small [ 111, or equivalently, /-hereditary, as introduced by Martinez-Villa 
[17]. In [l l] a ring R is called a piecewise domain (PWD) if it has complete set of 
orthogonal idempotents e 1, . . . , e, such that, whenever x E eiRej and y E ejRek, 
xy = 0 implies x = 0 or y = 0. Such rings can equally well be defined by the require- 
ment that every non-zero element of Hom(Rei, Rej) is manic for 1 I i, j I n. For an 
artin algebra and a basic set of primitive idempotents ei, . . . ,e, this is simply the 
statement that R is e-hereditary. We shall employ a recent result of Lifeng Ding [S] to 
show that all projective modules over a considerably more general class of algebras 
over an algebraically closed field are reflexive. 
Definition 4.1. A ring R with complete set of orthogonal idempotents el, . . . ,e, is 
called a quasi-piecewise domain (or quasi-/-hereditary) in case whenever ei Rej Rek # 
0, if x E eiRej and y E ejRek then xy = 0 implies x = 0 or y = 0. 
If MA and Nd are d-modules and S E Hom,(M,, Nd), then, in Ding’s terminology 
an element 0 # u E M is said to be S-separating if su = 0 implies s = 0, for s E S. Thus, 
in the quasi-PWD setting, every non-zero element of ejRek is S-separating, where 
S = ei Rej, provided that eiRejRek # 0. Also we note that if R is artinian then R is 
a quasi-piecewise domain if and only if so is its basic ring, and that then, being 
nilpotent, f?iJei = 0. 
Theorem 4.2. Let R be ajnite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically closedjield. Zf 
R is a quasi-piecewise domain, then every projective R-module is rejlexive. 
Proof. Let R be a quasi-piecewise domain over an algebraically closed field K, and let 
el, . . . ,e, be a basic set of primitive idempotents for R. If P is a projective R-module 
then there is a subset F c (1, . . . , n} and an idempotent e = CieF ei such that P is 
generated by a direct summand isomorphic to Re. Thus according to [7, Corollary 
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1.91 we need only show that such an Re is reflexive. To accomplish this, according to 
Proposition 3.1, we may simply show that A(l(eiRej)lejRe) = ;l(eiRej) for each 
iE(1, . ..) n}. If eiRejRe = 0, this is obvious, SO suppose eiRejRe # 0 and let 
e = 1 {ek 1 k E F and ei RejRe, # O}. Then clearly 
A(l(eiRej)lejRe) E A(A(eiRejlejRC). 
If dimejRC = 1 then the equality follows from Proposition 3.3. Finally, if 
dim ejRt? 2 2, then ej RC contains a pair of vectors all of whose K-linear combinations 
are I(eiRej)-separating, and Ding’s Theorem 3.3 in [S] applies. 0 
It is worth noting that a finite-dimensional K-algebra (or any artinian ring) with 
basic set of primitive idempotents ei, . . . , e, and radical J such that Jz = 0 is 
a quasi-piecewise domain if and only if each e;Jei = 0. Thus, if K is algebraically 
closed and 5’ = 0, it follows from this last proposition that every projective R-module 
is reflexive if and only if the indecomposable ones are. However, we shall soon see that 
this holds for any field K. 
5. Monomial algebras 
Monomial algebras (which have also been called zero-relation algebras) have 
recently received attention because their homological properties are particularly 
tractable. These are split basic algebras defined by quivers and relations consisting 
only of paths. (For details about quivers and relations, see [lo] .) Any split algebra 
that is hereditary or has radical squared zero is a monomial algebra (see [4] for 
description and references). From our point of view, the key fact about a monomial 
algebra R with basic set of primitive idempotents el , . . . , e, is that it has a so-called (in 
[4]) normed basis % = {er, . . . ,en) U% with 9 = lJi,jei# ej E J(R) satisfying the 
additional condition that for any subset CY c % a sum CY Ry is direct if and only if no 
two of the Ry are comparable. We call such an algebra a left tree algebra because 
{Rx~x&-^)u{O} IS a sublattice of the lattice of left ideals of R that is (modulo 0) 
a disjoint union of trees, each of which has as a unique largest element one of the 
indecomposable projective modules Rei. For example, there is a monomial algebra 
(over any field) that is not a quasi-piecewise domain such that this lattice has the form 
24 lb2 lC2 24 2h3 
I I\ 
4 +I 
1x3 lY3 lZ3 
where 2u1 E e2 % el , etc (see [6] for details). Moreover, such an algebra does have all 
of its projective modules reflexive, as we shall soon see. 
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Theorem 5.1. If R is a monomial algebra (or any left tree algebra) over a jield K with 
a basic set of primitive idempotents e, , . . , , e,, then the following statements are equiva- 
lent: 
(a) every indecomposable projective left R-module is reflexive; 
(b) eJei=Ofori=l, . . ..n. 
(c) every projective left R-module is reflexive. 
Proof. (a) * (b) is by [7, Proposition 3.53, and (c) * (a) is obvious. 
To prove (b) =z. (c), as in the proof of (4.2) we may choose e a sum of some of the ek 
and show that A(A(ei Rej) ]ejRe) = I(eiRej) for each i E (1, . . . , n]. TO this end, let .?Z be 
the designated normed basis for R and let % = ej%e. If the sum I,, E ‘u Ru = R9 were 
not direct we would have some x # y E @ with Rx c Jy, since Jy is the unique 
maximal proper submodule of Ry. But this would yield x = ejx = by = ejbejy = 0, 
which is impossible. Thus, we must have R92 = eYE * Ru. Now letting 
C( E A(l(eiRej))ejRe), CIU = eirueju for u E %!‘, and a(C,,* U) = eirej(C,,,~) we see 
that, since the sum is direct, au = eireju for all u E f@. But 
ejRe = ejKXe = 4!2K 
SO c( = A.(eirf?j). q 
We note here that an algebra described via the diagram preceding this last result 
does satisfy the ei Jei = 0 condition, so its projective modules are reflexive. In addition, 
we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.2. Let R be aJinite-dimensional algebra over afield such that J(R)’ = 0. If 
every indecomposable projective R-module is reflexive, then so is every projective 
R-module. 
Proof. The basic algebra of every split algebra with radical squared zero is a mono- 
mial algebra. 0 
6. A(SIM) with 2-dimensional M 
It is our intention to show, in Section 7, that algebras satisfying a cancellation 
condition significantly weaker than the quasi-piecewise domain condition have all of 
their projective modules reflexive. In this section we begin with an analysis of A(SIM) 
where M is two-dimensional over the field K. We describe A(SI M) under certain 
conditions and, in particular, find when ,4(S) = S with the cancellation condition in 
place. 
Throughout this section we take M = Ku 0 Ku and S to be a K-space acting 
on M so that S E Hom,(M,N) for some K-space N. In addition, we require 
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S and N to have bases B = (bi} and 2 = {zj}, respectively, with the following 
properties. 
(1) If b E B and x E {u, u> then there is a z E 2 such that bx E Kz, i.e., the set 
{Kbu # 0, Kbu # 0 ( b E B} is a set of independent one-dimensional spaces (although 
the same space may arise in more than one way). 
(2) Ifa,bEBthen(Kau=Kbu#O * a=b)and(Kau=Kbv#O =E- a=@. 
6. I. Irreducibility 
Definition 6.1. Define S to be irreducible if S cannot be written as a sum of subspaces 
S = I:= 1 Si with the sum Cl= 1 SiM direct. 
From the Decomposition Lemma 2.3, in order to describe A(SJM) it suffices to 
assume that S is irreducible. Note that the conditions (1) and (2) hold if u and u are 
separating and Sun Su = 0 as in [S, Theorem 2.11, and then, letting Si = Kbi the sum 
C SiM is direct, so in view of Proposition 3.3, A(S) = S. 
Definition 6.2. For every a, b E B say a N b if there is a sequence of elements 
Cl,CZ, ... 3 ck-1 E B and Xipyi E {U,U} for 1 Ii < k SO that KUX~ = Kc~Y, ~0, 
Kclx2 = Kc2y2 # 0, . . . ,KCk_1Xk = Kby, # 0. 
Since S E Hom,(M,N) it follows that if su = su = 0, then s = 0. Hence, for every 
b E B either bu # 0 or bu # 0 so b N b and it is clear that N defines an equivalence 
relation on B. When a # b, taking k minimal in the chain linking a to b, we can 
assume, using condition (2), that Xi # yi for 1 5 i 5 k and yi # xi+ 1 for 1 5 i 5 k - 1. 
Thus Xi = u and yi = u for all i, or vice versa, in this minimal case. We let 
l.J={Kbu#Olb~B} and V={Kbu#OlbEB}, 
and we note that the equivalence class of a is {u} if and only if Kau .$ I/ and Kau $ U. 
Now suppose B is partitioned into an equivalence class C and its complement 
D = B - C. With T = KC, T’ = KD we have S = T + T’. 
Lemma 6.3. With the above notation, the sum TM + T’M is direct. 
Proof. From the definitions 
TM=K{c~,~~I~EC}=(@,,~K~~)@(@,,,K~I~ 
T’M=K{du,duId~D}=(@,,,Kdu)O(@,,,Kdu). 
If Kdx=Kcy#O for some CEC, dED, x,y~{u,u}, then d-c so that dEC, 
a contradiction. Hence by condition (l), TM n T ‘M = 0. 0 
Together with Lemma 2.3, this yields the following result. 
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Corollary 6.4. If S is irreducible then B consists of a single equivalence class under N . 
Moreover, if B1, . . . , B, are the equivalence classes of N , and Si = KBi, then A(S) = S 
if and only if A(Si) = Si for i = 1, . . . , m. 
Lemma 6.5. Zf there is a sequence of distinct elements cO,cl, ._. , ck- 1 E B and 
xi,yi E {u,v} SO that K ci- Ix~ = K ciyi # 0 for 1 I i I k, with ck = ~0, then 
{CO? . . . ,C&-1 } is an equivalence class under N . 
Proof. It is clear that the set {c,,, . . . , ck _ 1 } consists of equivalent elements. As already 
noted the Xi = u,yi = v for all i or vice versa once k is minimized and thus both c,,u 
and cov appear in the chain in the statement. Now suppose c E B and c w co, so that 
there is a chain linking c and co. Condition (2) implies that the c’s in the chain linking 
c and co are those in the statement, in particular c itself is amongst them. 0 
Definition 6.6. Zf {b,, . . . ,b,} c B and Kblu = Kbzv # 0, Kbzu = Kbsv # 0, . . . , 
Kb,_ 1u = Kb,v # 0, Kb,u = Kblv # 0, then we say that {b,, . . . , b,} is a cycle. If 
r = 1 the requirement is that Kblu = Kblv # 0. 
Corollary 6.7. Every cycle is an equivalence class. 
Proposition 6.8. Let 0 # S E Horn&V, N) and suppose that S is irreducible. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) B is a cycle. 
(b) One of u or v is S-separating and U = V. 
(c) A subset C G B exists such that O$ {Kcu I c E C} = {Kcv I c e C} # 8. 
(d) B contains a cycle. 
Proof. (a) G- (b): If B = {b,, . . . , b,} is a cycle then biu, biv # 0 for all 1 I i I r SO 
both u and v are S-separating. The rest follows from Definition 6.2. 
(b) * (c): We may take C = B. If, say, u is S-separating then no Kbu = 0. Also 
{Kbu 1 b E B} # 8 because S is non-zero. 
(c) =P (d): Write C = (cl, . . . ,c,). Then define ~9:(1, . . . ,m> +(l, . . . . m> by 
0(i) =j when Kciu = KCjV # 0. Condition (2) ensures that this is both well-defined 
and one-one and so is a permutation. If 0 = 8-l then Kcjv = Kcoju. Now 0 contains 
a cycle (j,aj, . . . ,a’-‘j) so 
Kcjv = Kc,ju # 0, Kc,jV = Kc,*U # 0, ... ) KC,,-ljv = KCju # 0. 
Thus, (cj, ccj, . . . ,c,,~~~) is a cycle in B. 
(d) * (a): This follows from Corollary 6.7, condition (2), and the irreducibility 
of s. 0 
The previous proposition deals with the case when the basis B for the irreducible set 
S contains a cycle and we turn next to the case when B contains no cycle. To deal with 
this we identify the other possibilities in the following definition. 
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Definition 6.9. Suppose that the basis B = {b,, . . . ,b,} can be indexed so that 
(a) Z&u+ V and Kb,v$ U; and 
(b) Kbzu = Kblv # 0, Kb3u = Kbzv #O, . . . ,Kb,u = Kb,-Iv # 0. 
Then we say that S is a y,b-con$guration where y,6 E (0, l}. We write y = 0 or 
1 according as whether bl u = 0 or not and likewise for 6 with b,v. 
For later use we shall fix the following notation for a y,&configuration. Put 
zi=bi_~v#Ofor2IiIr,sothcrcareO#~iEKsothatb~u=lizi.Putz~=b~u 
and z,+l = b,v which may or may not be zero depending on the configuration. 
Proposition 6.10. Zf S is irreducible and contains no cycle than we may index B so that 
S is a y, b-configuration. 
Proof. If r = 1 then, using (l), one of the following five possibilities occurs: 
Kb~u=Kblv#O;b~u=O,b~v#O;b~u#O,b~v=O;b~u=O,b~v=O,orKb~uand 
KbI v are (non-zero and) independent. The first is a cycle, so not allowed, while the 
other four satisfy the statement with (b) holding vacuously. 
Now assume r 2 2. Suppose first that Kbu E I/ for all b E B. Then u is S-separating 
andsoIBI=IUl.SinceUE Vand~V~~~B~,itfollowsthatIUI=IVI.HenceU=V 
and so, by Proposition 6.8, B contains a cycle contrary to hypothesis. 
Thus, we can assume that there is bI E B with KbIu$ V. Since r > 1 and S is 
irreducible there is, using (2), bz E B with Kbzu = Kblv # 0. In this way we find 
distinct elements bI, bz, . . . , b, of B with Kbiu = Kbi_ 1 v # 0 for 1 < i I S. Either 
Kb,v E U, in which case the process continues with b,, 1 or Kb,v$ U, in which case 
(bl,bz, ‘.. , b,} is an equivalence class and so the whole of B by the irreducibility 
of s. 0 
Since cycles and these configurations are irreducible, the following classification 
theorem follows from Proposition 6.8 and 6.10. 
Theorem 6.11. Let S # 0. Then S is irreducible ifand only ifit is either a cycle or a y, 
&conjguration. 
6.2. A(S) for irreducible S 
Our next task is to calculate A(S) in each of these irreducible cases. If S is a 1, 
l-configuration, one can easily show that every linear combination of ZJ and v is 
separable, so if K is algebraically closed, A(S) = S by Ding’s [S, Theorem 3.31; in our 
setting it is (necessary and) sufficient hat K has at least dim S elements (Proposition 
6.13). On the other hand, if S is a cycle then (b, + ... + b,)(u - v) = 0 (so Ding’s 
results do not apply), but A(S) = S if K is algebraically closed and Char(K) = 0 
(Proposition 6.12). We proceed to consider the various cases. 
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62.1. dims I 1 
It follows from Proposition 3.3(b), that A(S) = S. 
In the remaining cases A(S) is described thus. If /I E A(S) then there is so E S such 
that /-Iu = sou, so, letting 
A,(S) = {a E A(S) 1 a(u) = O}, 
a = /3 - so E A,(S). Thus A(S) = S + A,(S), and we shall describe A,(S). 
62.2. S is a cycle 
If S is a cycle and B = {b,, b2, . . . , b,} we have, writing b,+I = 
bl,Kbiu=Kbi+lU#Oforeachi.ChooseO#LiEKsuchthat~,~‘biU=bi+lv=Zi. 
Then Z = (zl , . . . ,z,} is a basis of SM. We represent u E A,(S) and s = xi= 1 kibi E S, 
ki E K, by r x 2 matrices with respect o the bases U = {u, V} and Z. Thus, c1 and s are 
represented by matrices 
0 11 ArkI kz 
0 12 B= . . &kz k3 and s*= . . , 
. . 
0 I, ,I,k, k, 
respectively, where li E K, 1 I i I r. Since an c( E Hom(A4, SM) represented by such 
an B always maps u to 0 the condition that tl E A,(S) is that for every 5 E K there is 
s E S such that tl(~ - <a) = s(u - <u) and it is this characterization of elements of 
A,(S), described by matrices as above, which we shall use. 
Proposition 6.12. If S is a cycle then 
(1) A(S)=S@{ccl<‘=(&12 *.. 
Proof. (1) As noted above a matrix of the form 6 determines an element c( of A,(S) if 
and only if we can solve for s in the equation GI(U - 5~) = s(u - 5~). This equation 
determines a system of r linear equations in kI, . . . , k,, by equating coefficients of 
Xl, . . . ,x,: 
- A,gk, + k, = I,, 
and the coefficient matrix, which has rank r - 1 or r, has determinant 
( - l)‘_‘(l - (&;12 . . . L,)g*). Further, replacing the first column of the coefficient 
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matrix with the column of l’s produces a matrix with determinant 
(- l)*_‘(I, + n,z,_,5 + ... + 1, . . . &11<‘_‘). 
This then establishes (1). 
(2) In one direction the result follows from (l), for the only polynomial of degree 
I I - 1 with r distinct roots is the zero polynomial. For the converse, if the equation 
x’ = (ill& . . . A,)-’ has only t distinct roots, ti, . . . , &, with t < r, then the first 
I coefficients ci of xi in the polynomial (x - 51) . . . (x - 5,) provide the second column 
ofamatrixrepresentinga~A(S)by(1)withI,_i=(1,...1,-i)-‘ciforO~iIr-1. 
In the case when t = 0 the second column can be arbitrary. 0 
62.3. S is a I, I-conjiguration 
If S is a &l-configuration, with the notation introduced immediately after Defini- 
tion 6.9, the set 2 = {zl, . . . , z,+ 1 ) is linearly independent, by conditions (1) and (2), 
and a basis for SM. As before, we represent a E A,(S) and s = Cl= 1 kibi E S by 
(r + 1) x 2 matrices with respect to the bases U = {u, Y} and Z. Thus, a and s are 




. . . . and s^= 
b 1,:, 
0 1, - 
respectively, where Ii E K, 1 I i 4 r. The upper right entry of B is 0 because au = sv for 
some s l S and sv E Kx, + ... + Kx,+~. 
Proposition 6.13. If S is a 1, l-configuration then 
(1) A(S)=S@{alZI +A2121+ ... +I, . . . ~2Z,~‘-‘=0,0#~EK}. 
(2) A(S) = S ifand only ifllvl > r. 
Proof. (1) As above we note that a E A(S) if and only if for every 0 # t E K there is 
s E S such that a(u - <u) = s(u - 5~). This then produces a system of r + 1 linear 
equations in kI, . . . , k,: 
kI =O, 
=. 
k-1 -Uk, = L1, 
k, = L 
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and it is clear that the last r equations have a unique solution. Further, the defining 
condition for A(S) in the statement holds if and only if the kl found in this solution is 
zero. 
(2) If [I() > I, then A(S) = S from (1). Conversely, if K\(O) = {k,, . . . ,k,_I} with 
q I r, then the coefficients of the polynomial (x - k,) . . . (x - k,_ 1) provide the 
second column of a matrix of a E ,4(S) by (1). 0 
Here it is of interest to note that Hadwin showed in [13] that the algebra of 
polynomials over a field K is reflexive if and only if K is infinite. 
6.2.4. S is a 0, I - ; a 1, 0 - or a 0, 0-conjiguration 
A 0, O-configuration with lSM1 = 1 is reflexive by Lemma 2.2. The remaining 
possibilities can be analyzed as above using matrices to represent GI and s with respect 
to U and a chosen basis Z for SM. In each case A(S) # S. 
This last observation can be used to show that the condition eiJei = 0 for 
i=l , -.., n does not insure that the Rei are reflexive, regardless of the size of the field. 




must have each eiJei = 0, but i(e3ReI)lel Re2 may be a 1, O-configuration. 
7. Binomial algebras 
A binomial algebra R over a field K is a split basic finite-dimensional lgebra that is 
defined by a quiver and an ideal generated by relations of the form p = kq where p and 
q are paths in the quiver. Modulo this ideal, these paths form a normed basis 
% = {ei, . . . , e,} u (Ui,j ei $ ej) that is nearly multiplicatively closed in the sense that 
for all x, y E ?E there is a z E % such that xy E Kz. This class of algebras contains the 
algebras whose modules are all reflexive (in particular, all incidence algebras) [S], 
self-injective algebras of finite representation type (see [9]), and, of course, all mono- 
mial algebras. If the normed basis is actually multiplicatively closed then R is 
a diagram algebra in the terminology’of [6]. 
We now have nearly all of the results needed to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.1. Let K be an algebraically closed jield of characteristic zero, and let R 
be a K-algebra with a nearly multiplicatively closed normed basis 
X = {eI, . . . ,e,} u(IJi,jeifej) such that, whenever eiXejXek # 0, ifs, X’ E ei%eju{O} 
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and y E ej%ek, then Kxy = Kx’y implies x = x’. Then every projective left R-module is 
reflexive. 
Proof. As in Theorem 4.2 we need only show that if F c (1, . . . , n}, e = CiEF ei and 
2 = 1 {ek (k E F and eiRejRek # 0}, then 
A(l(eiRej) 1 ejRe) = I(eiRej). 
If dim ejRe = 1 then the equality follows from Proposition 3.3. If u and v are distinct 
elements of ejXt^e, M = uK @ UK and S E n(eiRej) acts irreducibly on M, then by the 
condition of the theorem and Theorem 6.11, S is a cycle or a l,l-configuration. Thus, 
by Propositions 6.12 and 6.13 and Corollary 6.4, A(A(ei Rej) 1 M) = I(ei Rej). Finally, 
since the hypothesis implies every element of ejX^e is ;l(ei Rej)-separating, the following 
lemma yields the desired equality. 
Lemma 7.2. Let A be a division ring, MA, N, A-spaces, and S a A-subspace of 
Hom,(M,, Nd). Suppose that Md has a basis W containing an S-separating element 1.4. If 
for every w E W, w # u, A(SluA 0 WA) = S, then A(SIM) = S. 
Proof. Let M E A(SJM). Then txu = au for some a E S. Put fi = tl - n(a) E A(SIM). 
Then p E A(SluA 0 WA) by restriction and so there is s E S with Bw = SW and 
0 = /?u = su. But then s = 0 and so Bw = 0. Hence p = 0 and u = n(a). Therefore 
A(SIM) = S. 0 
We note here that a monomial algebra like the one preceding Theorem 5.1 does 
not satisfy the cancellation condition of Theorem 7.1. On the other hand, if K is al- 
gebraically closed, let R be a K-algebra with normed multiplicative 
basis x= {eI,e2,e,,a,b,c,u,v,y,z) such that e3fe1 = {a,b}, elfez = {u,v}, 
e3 ye2 = {y,z>, eIle3 = {c}, and the remaining non-zero products are au = bv = y 
and bu = au = z. Then R is neither a quasi-piecewise domain nor a monomial algebra, 
but, by Theorem 7.1, every projective R-module is reflexive. 
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